
Top Legal Team ‘Gearing Up’
to Hit Pfizer with Lawsuits

Dr. Naomi Wolf, author and political advisor, said the best
legal team in the country is gearing up to hit Pfizer with
lawsuits. Wolf, on June 10, joined Steve Bannon’s War Room to
discuss the strategy.

Wolf said Leslie Manookian and her “A-team of lawyers” is
“suing Pfizer on our behalf.”

Manookian is president and founder of Health Freedom Defense
Fund (HFDF), a non-profit organization that succesfully took
on the Biden Administration’s travel mask mandate promulgated
by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) — and
won.

HFDF describes itself as a “nonprofit which seeks to rectify
health  injustice  through  education,  advocacy  and  legal
challenges  to  unjust  mandates,  laws  and  policies  that
undermine  our  health  freedoms  and  human  rights.”

“Pfizer and the FDA are racing to roll out the emergency use
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authorizations for COVID-19 vaccines to shield themselves from
liability, Wolf said. “So if you can fold it in under EUA it’s
harder to sue them.”

Wolf explained:

“We’ve also learned it’s harder to sue the FDA in spite of
their  public  comment,  which  I  think  is  window  dressing
because you have to exhaust all kinds of internal remedies
before you can sue them.

“So that’s why I agree with her strategy. We’re going after
Pfizer first as a private corporation and also, thank God our
lawyers  are  aligning  with  20  Attorneys  General  who  have
supported them in the past around the mask mandates.

“The Attorneys general can bring criminal charges and what
the lawyers have found abundantly is that there are civil and
criminal causes of action.”

Wolf said she believes the White House is being held hostage
by China, and Americans need to face that reality.

“My own reporting found that Pfizer and BioNTech are Chinese
and German companies. They’re not just German companies,” Wolf
said. “That 100% tech transfer in the SEC filing went from
BioNTech — which makes the mRNA vaccines — to China at the end
of 2021. So now this whole thing is Chinese and the CCP is
involved in it. This is clearly a national security breach and
we can’t trust our health agencies.”

Wolf said, attorneys are representing Daily Clout volunteers
and “they’re the best legal team in the country for this type
of work.”

“There’s nothing like having the best team in America that
already have this huge win to get masks off you and your kids
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when you travel on public transportation,” Wolf added.

As for their causes of action, Wolf said she had to be careful
what she discloses, although she confirm the lawsuit will be
filed with various civil causes of action.

“They  found  fraud.  They  found  racketeering,  conspiracy  to
commit fraud, and battery, in addition to an investor lawsuit
because it looks like Pfizer lied to the SEC,” Wolf said.
“Clearly, the internal documents do not compare in any way and
do not disclose in any way the harms and dangers.”

HFDF took on travel mask mandates
and won 
Health  Freedom  Defense  Fund  on  July  12,  2021,  filed
a  suit  against  the  Biden  administration  over  its  federal
travel  mask  mandate.  On  April  18,  a  judge  overturned  the
mandate.

President Biden signed an executive order on his first full
day in office making masks mandatory and the CDC promulgated
the order  just eight days later in the name of a “public
health emergency.”

Since early 2021, anyone traveling on a plane, bus or train,
or anyone who used a shared ride service — or even walked into
an airport or train station — was forced to wear a face mask.

“With assistance from our lawyers at the Davillier Law Group,
we  learned  there  is  no  federal  law  compelling  masks  for
travel,” Manookian wrote in an article describing the case.
“The CDC does not have the statutory authority to issue a
sweeping mandate requiring masking. Nor does the agency have
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the authority to penalize Americans for non-compliance.”

The CDC gave no scientific justification for the order and
didn’t provide the required notice and comment period. In
addition, the U.S. Constitution does not grant the president
power to enact nationwide edicts just because Congress failed
to pass legislation he wanted.


